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Abstract 
If A4 is a closed, orientable, irreducible, Riemannian 3-manifold that admits 7rl-injective em- 
beddings of the torus, then the area-minimizing nl-injective immersions of the torus into A4 are 
embeddings or double-cover embedded Klein bottles, unless M is one of the three examples given. 
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0. Introduction 
Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold, and let T denote the 2- 
dimensional torus. An immersion f : T + iI!f is incompressible if it induces an injection 
of fundamental groups. A4 admits such immersions if xl(M) contains a subgroup iso- 
morphic to Z + Z. Given a Riemannian metric on M, the immersion f : T -+ M is called 
least area if it minimizes area among all maps freely homotopic to f, and absolutely least 
area if it minimizes area among all incompressible maps of the torus into the manifold (in 
an irreducible manifold incompressible tori are precisely those that can’t be homotoped 
to have area zero). The results of [8,7] and [6] show that each incompressible map of 
the torus into a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold is freely homotopic to a least 
area map which is a smooth immersion. In [3] Freedman, Hass and Scott showed that 
least area tori “intersect least” in the following sense: (a) A least area torus homotopic 
to an embedding is embedded or double-covers an embedded l-sided Klein bottle. (b) A 
least area torus homotopic to a covering of an immersed torus covers an immersed least 
area torus. (c) The image of a least area torus is a locally self-transverse torus or Klein 
bottle which minimizes the number of double curves among freely homotopic surfaces. 
Most closed, orientable, irreducible manifolds that admit immersed incompressible tori 
admit embedded ones: the TONS Theorem [9] and the recently proved Seifert Conjecture 
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[2,4] show that the only exceptions are Seifert fibre spaces with base a sphere and 
three exceptional fibres. Now the following question seems natural: Is it true that if 
M (closed, orientable, irreducible) admits embedded incompressible tori, then for all 
Riemannian metrics in M the absolutely least area tori are either embedded or double- 
cover embedded Klein bottles? In [ 111, Scott and Swarup showed that this is true if M 
is not a Seifert fibre space. In this paper we show that the result is true for all manifolds 
with exactly three exceptions, in which the absolutely least area tori may or may not be 
embedded depending on the Riemannian metric on M. The proof uses the properties of 
least area tori [3], Casson’s version of the Torus Theorem [l] and some knowledge of 
Seifert fibre spaces and their orbifolds for which we refer to [lo]. 
1. Least area tori in the manifolds covered by T3 
If we take the product of T with an interval and glue the ends by a periodic homeomor- 
phism of the torus, we obtain a manifold which is finitely covered by T3 = S’ x 5” x S’ , 
Up to isotopy there are four of these homeomorphisms, of periods 2, 3, 4 and 6, which 
preserve orientation. The orientable manifolds they produce, denoted by M2, M3, M4 
and M6, together with a manifold Mat double-covered by M2, are the only orientable 
manifolds covered by T’ [lo]. These manifolds admit many immersed incompressible 
tori, but in the case of M3, Mb and Me only those homotopic to T x 0 can be embedded. 
Each Mi can be given different metrics by choosing a metric on T which is invariant 
under the gluing homeomorphism and varying the length of the interval. Now for long 
intervals the absolutely least area tori in Mi are homotopic to T x 0 (and so they are 
embedded), but for short intervals there are “vertical” tori with less area than T x 0 (and 
so in M?, M4 and M6 the absolutely least area tori will not be embedded). In this section 
we prove these facts and describe the absolutely least area tori for all Riemannian metrics 
in these manifolds. 
T” is the quotient of R’ by the action of a group of Euclidean translations, each 
represented by an integer vector in R 3. The quotient map R3 -+ T3 sends that vector 
(seen as a directed line segment) to a closed loop in T3. This gives an identification of 
the vectors in Z3 and the elements of rri (T3). Two elements in rri (T3) generate a Z + Z 
subgroup of Z3 if and only if they are represented by two linearly independent vectors. 
The plane they span covers a torus T in T’ whose fundamental group is generated 
by those elements. As the complete preimage of T in R3 consists of parallel planes, 
T covers an embedded torus in T”, and T is embedded if and only if it represents a 
maximal Z + Z subgroup of Z3. Now the properties of least area surfaces imply that for 
any Riemannian metric on T3, the least area tori are coverings of embedded tori, and 
therefore the absolutely least area tori in T3 are embedded. 
The manifolds M, (n = 2,3,4,6) are quotients of R3 by groups of Euclidean isome- 
tries G,, each generated by two translations parallel to the zy plane (preserving a tiling 
of the plane by either squares or hexagons) and a screw motion cr, which rotates the 
z axis an angle r/n. Ma, is the quotient of R3 by the group Gal generated by screw 
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motions with rotation angle rr along the lines (t, 0,O) and (0, t, 1). The translations in 
G, form a normal subgroup of G, of index n, and the quotient of R3 by this subgroup 
is homeomorphic to T3, so we can think of M, as T3/(o,). 
Since each incompressible torus in T3 projects to one immersed in M,, these manifolds 
contain many nonhomotopic incompressible tori. We claim that each incompressible torus 
in M, lifts to one in T3. This is equivalent to say that every Z + Z subgroup of G, is 
contained in the subgroup of translations of G,. Suppose CY and p are generators of a 
Z + Z subgroup of G, and (Y is not a translation (so CY is a screw motion). As 0” is a 
translation, and Q and ,P commute, the axis of cr must be parallel to the direction of the 
translation /?“. Therefore cP and ,P are translations in the same direction in R”, and 
so the Z + Z subgroup generated by them cannot be discrete. Since each torus r in M, 
lifts to T3, 7 is homotopic to a torus re whose preimage in R3 consists of Euclidean 
planes. According to the position of these planes we will call 7, vertical, diagonal or 
horizontal. If 7, is not horizontal and the rotation angle of 0% is not rr, then the planes 
will intersect their translates by gn in one line. As these intersections cannot be removed 
by the homotopy between r, and r (because the induced homotopy in R3 moves each 
point only a finite distance), 7 is not embedded. Thus any embedded incompressible 
torus in M3, M4 or Me is homotopic to T x 0. 
Observe that two embedded incompressible tori in T” are homotopic if and only if 
they can be homotoped to have disjoint images, and this happens if and only if they are 
homologous up to orientation. As each homology class in Hz(T’) is a multiple of the 
class of an embedded incompressible torus, the only classes fixed by the action of fin 
are the multiples of [T x 01. If r is a torus in M,, then 6, leaves invariant the union 
of tori which form the preimage of r in T3. Thus 7 represents a multiple of [T x 0] in 
Hz(M%). This multiple is zero if and only if T is homotopically vertical, and it is f 1 
only when r is homotopic to T x 0. 
Lemma 1.1. Ifa torus r in M, is homologous to i. [T x 01, then its area is at least Ii1 
times the area of a torus homotopic to T x 0. 
Proof. We may assume that T is homotopically diagonal and lifts to n least area em- 
bedded tori rt,r2, . . . , T, in T”. Take 7-1 and 72. As they intersect along essential curves, 
oriented cut-and-paste produces disjoint embedded tori, which we can homotope to be 
least area. These tori intersect 73 along essential curves, so we can cut-and-paste again 
to produce disjoint embedded tori and homotope them to be least area, and then cut- 
and-paste with ~4 and so on. We end up with a collection of disjoint embedded tori in 
T’ representing ni times the homology class of T x 0, so at least Ii/ of the tori are 
homologous (and therefore homotopic) to T x 0. As these tori have combined area less 
than n times the area of r we are done. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose that r minimizes area among all homotopically vertical tori in 
M,. Then, in M2 and M41, r is embedded or double covers an embedded Klein bottle. 
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In M3 and Ma, r has exactly one double curve, and in Me, r has exactly two double 
curves. 
Proof. The preimage of T in T3 consists of n least area embedded tori 7, 0~7, a:~, . . . , 
a;-‘?, and there is a 2-to- 1 correspondence between the curves of intersection of 7 with 
its translates and the double curves of 7. T is homologous to ai7 (up to sign) if and only 
if n = 2i, so r intersects ai7 unless n = 2i, in which case r and ai7 are disjoint or 
have the same image. It suffices to show now that if r and gA7 intersect, they do so in 
exactly one curve. Otherwise the curves of intersection split both tori into annuli. If A is 
the annulus with the smallest area, and Al, A2 are the annuli with the same boundary in 
the other torus, then A U Al and A U AZ are homotopically vertical immersed tori with 
less area than 5 (we may need to round the corners to get strict inequalities). As A1 UA2 
is an incompressible torus in T3, it represents a nontrivial homology class, therefore 
A u At or AU A2 represents a nontrivial class, and so one of these tori is incompressible. 
The result for M4, follows from lifting T to M2, and observing that if the liftings were 
not disjoint then they would intersect in an even number of curves. 0 
Lemma 1.3. The absolutely least area tori in M2 and Md, are always embedded or 
double-cover embedded Klein bottles. The absolutely least area tori in Mj, MJ and Me 
belong to two homotopy classes, one represented by embedded tori and the other by 
nonembedded ones. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 the absolutely least area tori are either homotopic to T x 0 or 
are homotopically vertical. We need to show that in the manifolds M3, M4 and M6 all 
tori satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 1.2 are freely homotopic. The fibration of R3 
by vertical lines descends to Seifert fibrations of Ms, Ma and M6, with base orbifolds 
S*(3,3,3), S*(2,4,4) and S*(2,3,6) respectively. Each vertical torus in h/r projects 
to a loop in the base orbifold, with intersections corresponding to the double curves 
of the torus. The loop represents (the conjugacy class of) an element of the orbifold 
fundamental group that has infinite order if the torus is incompressible, and two vertical 
S2(2, 4, 4) S2(3, 393) S*P, 3,6) 
Fig. 1. 
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tori are homotopic if the loops in the base represent the same conjugacy class. Now one 
can check that in S2(2, 4,4) and S2(3, 3,3) all infinite-order elements represented by 
loops with one intersection are conjugate, and that in S2(2, 3,6) (where all loops with one 
intersection represent elements of finite order) all infinite-order elements represented by 
loops with two intersections are conjugate too. The conclusion is that the homotopically 
vertical tori with least area in MS, M4 and M6 belong to homotopy classes represented 
by the loops in Fig. 1. q 
2. Absolutely least area tori 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible manifold which admits incom- 
pressible embedded tori and is not h/r,, M4 or Me. Then for all Riemannian metrics 
on M, the absolutely least area tori are embedded or double-cover one-sided embedded 
Klein bottles. 
Proof. Fix a Riemannian metric on M, and let f : T + M be a least area immersion 
(in its homotopy class) which does not cover an embedded surface. We show that if M 
is different from M3, M4 and M6 then we can always find an immersed incompressible 
torus in M with less area than f(T). 
The image of f is a locally self-transverse smoothly immersed torus or Klein bottle 
in M. Although f may not be in general position the methods of [3] show that it is 
enough to consider this situation, so let’s assume that f(T) is an immersed torus whose 
self-intersection consists of double curves and a finite number of triple points. Two 
natural ways to obtain new surfaces from f(T) are to look for a simple double curve to 
do cut-and-paste and to consider the boundary of a regular neighborhood of f(T). As 
we cannot expect any of the double curves of f to be simple, we must try the second 
option. Casson’s proof of the Torus Theorem [l] implies that the boundary of the regular 
neighborhood N of a least area torus in general position consists of tori and/or spheres 
(see Lemma 2.3). However, the following problems arise: (a) A torus in dN can have 
area significantly larger than f(T). (b) All tori in dN may be compressible in M. (c) 
CJIV may consist entirely of spheres. 
Lemma 2.2. If f : T --f M is a general position immersion which is not an embedding, 
then there is a covering 2 of M such that: 
(1) f :T+ Mlifstoamap~:T--+~andfisnotanembedding. 
(2) Any lifting off to a proper covering of z is an embedding. 
Remark 2.3. ?$ may not be a finite covering, and it is also possible that z = M. 
Proof. Let c and c’ be two curves in T which are identified in M by f, and p and p’ 
be two corresponding points in these curves. Let cr and ,B be loops in T based at p and 
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representing generators of ~1 (T), and let y be an arc in T joining p to p’. If M’ denotes 
the covering of M corresponding to the subgroup of ~1 (M) generated by f(o), f(P) and 
f(r), then f lifts to a map f’ : T --+ M’, and f’ is not an embedding because f’(r) is a 
closed loop in M’ and so c and c’ are identified by f’. If M’ doesn’t satisfy property (2) 
then there is a lifting of f ’ to a proper covering M2 which is not an embedding. But 
M* can be chosen in the same way as hl’, and f2(r) 1s not a closed loop, for otherwise 
f’(o), f2(P) and f2(r) would generate rr(M’) and so IM2 would be equal to Mt. 
Therefore c and c’ are not identified by the map f2, and so f2 has less double curves 
than f’. This shows that by choosing f’ with a minimum number of double curves we 
achieve property (2). 0 
The Riemannian metric in M induces a metric in % which makes the covering map 
a local isometry, thus the lifting f is a least area torus in 2 with the same area as f. To 
prove the theorem it suffices to find an incompressible torus in % with less area than J. 
Let N be a regular neighborhood of f(T) in z. 
Lemma 2.3. A component of aN is an incompressible torus in a ifand only if it bounds 
a noncompact component of g - Int N. The union of N with all compact components 
of x - Int N is a Seifert jibre space. 
Proof. As u is a covering of a Haken manifold, g is irreducible. By Casson’s proof 
of the Torus Theorem [l], if % is not covered by T3 then the double curves of the 
map f: T -+ M are all homotopic in T and their images generate a normal subgroup 
Z of ~1 (N). Waldhausen proved [12] that a Haken manifold whose fundamental group 
has a central subgroup Z is a Seifert fibre space, and Gordon and Heil [5] showed 
that the same is true when the subgroup is only known to be normal, provided that the 
manifold has nonempty boundary. If N” denotes the union of N with those components 
of z - Int N which are balls, then N” is irreducible and has the same fundamental 
group as N. Moreover, N” is Haken as either dN” # 0 or N” = % is a finite covering 
of M. 
Therefore if the subgroup Z of ~1 (N) is central then N” is a Seifert fibre space. If 
the subgroup is only normal, then its centralizer has index 2 in rrr (N), and it contains 
f*ri(T), as .?*7rr(T) . IS a e ian b 1 and contains Z. Now f lifts to the double covering M2 
of % corresponding to the centralizer, and by the maximality condition on a, the lifting 
is an embedding. Thus the map f is at most 2 to 1, and so f has double curves but 
no triple points. Therefore N is a circle bundle over some surface with boundary and 
N” = N. 
As in both cases N” is a Seifert fibre space which is not a solid torus, aN” is a 
(possibly empty) collection of tori which are incompressible in N”. If A is a component 
of 2 - Int No with aA compressible in A, and if D is a compressing disc for a torus in 
aA, then by removing a product neighborhood D x (- 1,l) from A we get a submanifold 
A’ whose boundary contains a sphere. As m is irreducible this sphere must bound a 
ball in v, but the complement of A’ contains f(T), therefore A’ is a ball, and so 
A = A' u D x I-1, l] is a solid torus. The Seifert fibration of N” extends to A since 
the fibres of N” are homotopic to the double curves of f which are essential in M and 
therefore in A. If A is a component of ?@ - Int N” with i?A incompressible in A, and 
if S is a component of 3A, then ?~t(%?) can be written as an amalgamated free product 
TV +,(s) rl (B) or ni(B)*,,(s), depending on whether S is separating or not. Here 
B is the component of M - S containing f(T), and by definition ?ri(%) is generated 
by three elements of 1~t(B). I&t irt(B) cannot equal ntjB)*,,(st, and ?rr(B) can equal 
Taco, q(B) only if rl(A) = nl(S), This can only happen if A is noncompact, as 
any orientable Haken manifold whose fundamental group equals the fundamental group 
of a boundary component is a product of a surface with an interval, but as S is separating 
aA is connected. Cl 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 has two cases: 
Case 1.33 is no~~ompa~t. 
Then at least one component of 3N is an incompressible torus. We claim that either 
every component of aN can be homotoped to have area less than f(T), or J(T) has 
no trip’fe points and we can do cut-and-paste along any of the double curves to obtain a 
torus which is incompressible and has less area than f(T). 
There is a deformation retraction p : N -+ J(T) which sends 3N to a collection of 
loc~iy-emb~ded surfaces in f((T) whose combined area is twice the area of f(T). The 
area of a single surface p(S) cannot exceed that of f{T)* unless two discs of S (which 
must lie on “opposite sides” of J(T)) are sent by p to the same nonsingular disc of 
j(T). In this case we can join the two discs by an arc in S and also by an arc in N 
which crosses J(T) at one point, thus producing a loop in N that intersects f(T) at 
exactly one point. Now if the intersection number of every loop in % with J(T) is 0 
(mod 21, then we know that each component of 3N is homotopic to a surface with area 
no greater than that of S(T), so by rounding its corners we get a strict inequality and 
we are done. 
Otherwise consider the double covering M2 of B corresponding to the loops which 
have intersection number 0 {mod 2) with J(T). We claim that f(T) lifts to AL!‘. If 
tl! is a loop in T, then (as J is a Z-sided map) the intersection number of f(cr) with 
f(T) is equal to the intersection number of cr with the double curves of p in T. But 
the double curves of _? are all homotopic in T, and there is an even number of them, 
so the intersection number is 0 (mod 2). Thus J lifts to a map fZ: T + MZ. By 
the m~imality of z, f* must be an ~m~dding, and therefore f(T) has no triple 
points. In particular the double curves of f{T) are simple. If we do oriented cut-and- 
paste along one of these curves, we obtain either one or two tori which have less area 
than f(T) and represent the same homology class, As f(T) is not nuIl-homoIogous 
(it has nontrivial i~t~~e~tion with some loops) we get at least one torus that is not 
null-homologous, and therefore incompressible (compressible tori in irreducible mani- 
folds are nulI-homologous). This proves Theorem 2.1 in the case that 2 is noncom- 
pact. 
Case 2. M is compact. 
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In this case z is a closed Seifert fibre space. We will show that if ?@ is not covered 
by T3 then f((T) d oesn’t have any triple points, and we can cut-and-paste J(T) along 
any double curve to obtain an incompressible torus with less area. 
Recall that each immersed incompressible surface in a Seifert fibre space is homo- 
topic to a vertical or a horizontal immersion (i.e. one that is a union of regular fibres 
or one that is transverse to all the fibres). As the only Seifert fibre spaces that admit 
horizontal immersions of the torus are those covered by T” (one can compute the Seifert 
invariants knowing that the Euler number of the bundle and the Euler number of its 
base orbifold are 0) and we treated these manifolds in Section 1, we may assume that 
f is homotopic to a vertical immersion w. Choose r~ to minimize the number of double 
curves in its homotopy class (for example, by taking w to be least area in some standard 
metric for the Seifert fibre space) and then any lifting of u to a covering of M will 
minimize the number of double curves in its homotopy class. As any lifting of f is 
an embedding, then any lifting of u must be an embedding. w projects to an infinite- 
order loop f? in the base orbifold 0 of M, with self-intersections corresponding to the 
double curves of w. It follows that any lifting of C to an orbifold-covering of 0 is a 
simple loop. Thus if we write f? as a product of two subloops ei and CZ, then !t and 
!2 must generate the orbifold fundamental group of 0. This puts strong conditions on 
0: 
The sulfate underlying 0 can’t have genus larger than one, and it can’t be a connected 
sum of more than two projective planes, because its fundamental group is a quotient of 
the orbifold fundamental group and so has two generators. 
0 cannot be a sphere with more than four cone points. For, if ai, a2, . . . , a, are the 
cone points of 0 and zi represents a loop around the cone point ai, then the orbifold 
groupofOhaspresentationG=(zl,z2,...,z,;zTi=1,zls2...z,=1).Ifwewrite 
!! as a product of two subloops et and e2, with ei simple, then the orbifold fundamental 
group is not generated by lt and e2. For, Ci divides the sphere into two discs, one of 
them containing at least three cone points, say al, a2, ag. The quotient of G by the group 
generated by x4, . . . , x, is the triangle group G’ = (x1,x2,x3; xy’ = 1, 1~1x2~3 = 1). If 
et and .!?2 were generators of G then their projections into G’ would generate G’, but et 
projects to the identity, and G’ is not cyclic. 
0 cannot be a sphere with four cone points. Although some of these orbifolds have 2- 
generator groups, the following lemma shows that C has a simple subloop 11 that encloses 
one cone point and leaves the other three outside, so the previous argument applies (the 
region enclosed by et is the one which looks like the interior of a teardrop). 
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a sphere with four holes, and let e be a loop in S with minimal self- 
intersection in its free-homotopy class. Then either f? contains a simple subloop enclosing 
exactly one hole, or e is homotopic to a covering of a simple loop in S. 
Proof. e has no trivial subloops nor bigons (pairs of arcs of e bounding disks in S). 
Assume that e has no simple subloops enclosing only one hole. Starting with a simple 
subloop ct, continue along e until a second subloop c2 is completed. If ct and c2 have 
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an arc in common then cl U c2 divides S into three regions, two of them are bounded by 
simple subloops and therefore each contains at least two holes, and so the third region is 
a bigon, a contradiction. Therefore e can be written as cltl c& . . . cntn, where each ci is 
a simple loop, ci is disjoint from ci+l and each ti is a simple arc intersecting ci and ci+l 
only at the endpoints. Each ci encloses exactly two holes, so any two consecutive ci’s 
are freely homotopic. Let al be an arc in the region enclosed by cl joining the two holes 
and intersecting e minimally, and define a2 similarly (look at Fig. 2(a)). We claim that C 
lies in the annulus 5’ - (al U ~2) and so e is homotopic to a covering of cl. For, cltlcz 
doesn’t intersect al nor a2 by definition. t2c3 doesn’t intersect a2 as they lie on different 
sides of ~2. t2c3 cannot intersect al because in the disc with two holes bounded by c2 
and containing t2c3 and al (Fig. 2(b)), an arc a joining the two holes and intersecting 
t2c3 cannot have minimal intersection with e, as a U t2c3 must contain a bigon. Now 
c&q is disjoint from al and ~2, and by the same argument t3q is also disjoint from al 
and ~2, etc. 0 
Suppose c3 is a torus (or a Klein bottle) with cone points. If Cl is a subloop of e then 
el and e must generate the fundamental group of the torus (the Klein bottle), and so the 
intersection number of Cl and e is 1. But then the intersection number of a loop in ?$ 
above ll and f((T) is 1, and so (as in Case 1) we know that f(T) has no triple points 
and we can do cut-and-paste to obtain an incompressible torus with less area than f. 
Zf 0 is a projective plane with cone points. The loop e must be orientation preserving 
because the union of the fibres above !? is a torus and not a Klein bottle. Thus e lifts 
to the orientable double covering of 0, and as the lifting is an embedding, all subloops 
of L are orientation reversing. Cut and paste f(T) to obtain two Klein bottles. They 
are incompressible since the only orientable Seifert fibre spaces that admit compressible 
Klein bottles are those whose base orbifold is a projective plane with at most one cone 
point, and these spaces contain no incompressible tori. Now the double covering of one 
of the Klein bottles has less area than f(T). 
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Finally, if 0 is a sphere with three cone points. As M contains embedded incompress- 
ible tori so does a. But ‘i;i doesn’t admit embedded vertical tori (all simple loops in 
these orbifolds have finite order) so M has a horizontal torus and therefore it is one of 
the manifolds covered by T’. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Remarks. For compact, orientable, irreducible manifolds with boundary and Riemannian 
metrics that make the boundary sufficiently convex (so that the least area surfaces lie in 
the interior of the manifold), the same arguments show that the absolutely least area tori 
are always embeddings or double coverings of embedded Klein bottles. This is part of 
the result obtained by Scott and Swarup [ 111. The irreducibility of M is essential: if one 
considers the connected sum of a manifold M satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 
and a Seifert fibre space M’ that doesn’t admit embedded incompressible tori but admits 
immersed ones, then for some metrics in M#M’ the absolutely least area tori lie in M’, 
and so are not embedded. 
We finish with a result about tori which minimize area in a homology class. Observe 
that the homology class represented by an immersed torus may not be represented by a 
single embedded torus, and that even for those classes represented by an embedded torus 
the area-minimizing representatives need not be embedded. For example, one can choose 
a metric for the surface F in Fig. 3(a) so that the shortest curve in the homology class of 
c is the nonsimple curve c’ shown in Fig. 3(b), so that in the manifold F x S’ the least 
area torus in the homology class of c x S’ is c’ x S I. It is known on the other hand that 
any area-minimizing collection of surfaces representing a fixed homology class consists 
of coverings of disjoint embedded surfaces, but there is no control of the genus of these 
surfaces. 
Corollary 2.5. Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold, and let p E 
Hz(M, 2) be a homology class represented by a collection of immersed tori. Then 
any area-minimizing collection of immersed tori representing p consists of coverings of 
disjoint embedded tori. 
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Proof. As any compressible torus in M is null-homologous, the area-minimizing col- 
lection consists of incompressible least area tori. These cannot cover (immersed) Klein 
bottles as they would be null-homologous. To see that the image of each torus is em- 
bedded, recall first from Section 1 that in T3 each least area torus covers an embedded 
torus, and that in the manifolds Mi each torus is homologous to a multiple of T x 0, 
and the area-minimizing tori in these classes cover embedded tori. Now assume that M 
is not covered by T” and that r is a torus in M with nonembedded image. Let 7 + B 
be a maximal lifting of r + M as in Lemma 2.2. Denote by MC the union of a regular 
neighborhood of 7 in % with the pieces of the complement that have compact closures. 
As a is Haken (since it is irreducible and Hz(M) # 0), Lemma 2.3 shows that MC is 
a compact Seifert fibre space whose inclusion in g is a homotopy equivalence. By the 
proof of Case 2 of Theorem 2.1 T is homotopic to a vertical torus over a loop f? in the 
base orbifold 0 of MC, with the property that any lifting of C to an orbifold-covering of 
0 is an embedding, so the orbifold fundamental group of 0 is a 2-generator group. The 
homology class of ? is determined by the homology class of e as a curve in the surface 
underlying 0, which we will also denote by 0. If 0 is nonorientable or if it is a torus 
or a torus with one hole then ? has no triple points and oriented cut-and-paste produces 
a collection of tori in the same homology class with less area. If 0 is a sphere or a disc 
then 7 (and therefore 7) is null-homologous. So 0 can only be an annulus or a disc with 
two holes. In the first case C is homologous to n times a boundary curve of 0, and if 
n > 1 then 0 has an n-fold cyclic orbifold-covering to which e lifts. The preimage of 7 
in the corresponding cyclic covering of 2 consists of n embedded least area tori, and 
as 0” is an annulus they are homologous. Cutting and pasting a pair produces disjoint 
embedded tori, two of which must represent that homology class, one of them with less 
area. Now suppose that 0 is a disc with two holes. Let ct, c2 and c3 be its boundary 
curves, and let at, a2 and a3 be arcs in 0 with ai joining cj to ck. Let ni be the algebraic 
intersection number of e with ai, so that nt + nz + 7x3 = 0. Then e is homologous to 
f(?xjCi - n&j). 
If &, is a simple subloop of e then ee is homologous to some ci, and then ni = fl, 
since otherwise there would be a cyclic covering of 0 to which both C and eo would 
lift (for ni # 0 consider the loops whose intersection number with ai is 0 mod ni). 
In particular e is not homologous a multiple of ci% so C has a subloop homologous to 
cj, j # i and so nj = f 1. Thus 5 is homologous to the pair of boundary tori of MC 
which lie above ci and cj, with some orientations. As nk = -ni - nj = 0 (mod 2), 
there is an arc in MC joining the two boundary tori and having intersection number 0 
(mod 2) with 5, and this by the proof of Case 1 of Theorem 2.1 implies that they can 
be homotoped to make their combined area less than the area of 7. So the tori in the 
area-minimizing collection cover embedded tori. If two tori with different images were 
not disjoint, the corresponding embedded tori would intersect transversally along simple 
essential curves, and cutting and pasting would produce a collection of tori with less 
area. 0 
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